
creating great collaborative workspace

- MEETING

- CAFE
- CONFERENCE
- TEACHING SCENARIOS
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Cors 

for use in either small groups or within dense conference 
and teaching scenarios.
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The design offers a high level of   
an elegant and slim profile,

due to the design and           

which is integrated into the bac      
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      f flexible comfort from
    

     pattern matrix of the back and the metal structural frame, 

     ck during the moulding process. 
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Due to the slim profile design Cors is easy to multi stack, either
within the work area or onto the Cors storage trolley, this makes it
quick and easy to move to other locations.      
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ors can be used individually or linked using a
metal connector on the chair base.

 e an additional level of comfort the bottom of the frame has
 stic glides which protects the chrome frame and achieves

  more secure sit.
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is also available as a fully upholstered chair
using an upholstered back cushion that is
fixed to the face of the back plastic.

Cors has a fold down writing tablet on a unique mechanism,
which provides a secure and firm working surface that can
quickly and easily be stowed away.
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as a plastic back with a showwood
or upholstered seat. 

as either an all plastic option with a
choice of five colours or

Cors can be specified
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The traditional needs of teaching and conference have become
increasingly more expansive and demanding. 

Cors is part of the Orangebox Smartworking
programme which is focused on more collaborative,
and shared workplaces.

‘The flow and sharing of knowledge 
between colleagues is critical, 

we’re looking for a workplace that facilitates this’.
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Nobody knows the future.
What we do know is that adaptability
is crucial.

www.orangebox.com




